
Notes w/ Oswald Sole Suspect 

P. 199 notes that during his time at the Dallas jail he was interrogated for 12 

hours in total (official story WCR 199). He was interrogated for more than 7 hours 

on Friday. .. .Then give 8-9 hrs to rest before questioned again on Saturday for 3 

hours on Saturday. Sunday Fritz questioned him for less than 2 hours (p. 199). 

These 12 hours produced what? Absolutely nothing. Fritz elicited not one 

incriminating piece of evidence from Oswald. . . 

Appendix XI of WCR lays out the “most important recollections” of what 

happened during these 12 hours of interrogation. 

Oswald’s “patsy” remark. .. Prefaced remark by noting “They’ve taken me in 

because of the fact that | lived in the Soviet Union.” Implication here is that 

Oswald is asserting that he was being framed by those guilty of the crime. No 

Commission member or assistant counsels ever referred to his “patsy comment. 

Check 4H 232, 209. . asserts no tape recorder or note taking. . . (We know that 

Fritz did take some notes). . . they appeared later. But the business of a tape 

recorder | discovered with SS files. Fritz tells WC that no notes taken during 

interrogations. .. .Notes were made from memory days later (4H, 209). 

Unprofessional behavior. Fritz filed JFK guilty of murder of JFK after ONLY 4 

hours of consideration of the so-called evidence. . . Note 11/22 at 1:26 P.M. Fritz 

charged Oswald w/ murder of JFK... .At 11:45 the alleged murder Fritz handed 

over the rifle and 2 of the three spent shells to FBI Drain on 11/22 and a bundle of 

evidence to be flown to FBI BuLab. . . Oswald formally charged w/ JFK’s murder at 

what time. . .It was A.M. Saturday morning. . .1:45 or something. . .Check. All the 

evidence was enplaned to BuLab .. .Fritz threw everything inside-out. . .He 

arraigned Oswald before investigations were anywhere from being completed. . . 

(pressure [my comment])coming from Seat of Government (LBJ via General ???) 

If needed the overall incompetence of the transfer of Oswald by Fritz. . .or was it 

by design .. .pp. 16


